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Mr. S. 5. Hoffman, Superintendent
Department of Lighting
Third Avenue and Madison Street
Seattle 4, "£aahington
Dear Sir*
As you :aay kr.ow this office is preparing a report on the Skagit
tiver, authorized by Congress, to determine the best plan for soaiprehensiTe development of the basin with respect to water uses and with
particular eaphasis being placed on flood sontrol. In any plan for
flood control, soae amount of storage reservation in Hoss Reservoir
would be an important coiaponent. 'The value of flood storage at Ross
was recently demonstrated during the Soveaber 1949 flood when river
stages at Mount Veraon were reduced by an estiaated three faet through
the fortunate availability of sufficient storage above Rosa Daa.
The question of flood control storage in Hoss Reservoir has been
the subject in the past of correspondence between this office and the
Federal Power CbsEjission. From tiste to time informal verbal discussion between representatives of our offices have been held. ?e are
now at the stage inhere ire want to reach a definite conclusion in the
studies for determining the amount of flood control storage required
and the operational plan for its 'ise. In arriving at a solution I
want to mutually consider the various aspects cf the problem with
your department so as to obtain an equitable plan. Aacng other factors, the aaount of flood control storage is dependent apon its
affect on power production and also on the naxiaroa allowable river
discharge below Hoss Daa. Information on these points can probably
best b« ,|iven by your departaent. In order to assemble factual data
and to formulate opinions on the Ross flood control storage ^lan to
be recoaaended to the Federal Powsr Coataission I urculd like to suggest
a conference between you or your representative and aembers of say staff.
The flood storage plan discussed in the previous paragraph could
not become effective until the spillway crest gates have been installed,
which I understand may not be until so-aetime in 1952. For the interim
period until then I aa also interested in the possibility of soae
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temporary storage plan which might at least give a aeasurs of protection
to the valley areas. The technical feasibility of such a plan is not
known to us and I •jould appreciate jour consideration of the oossibilities
of the idea for discussion at the suggested conference.
The place and time for the meeting nri.ll be left to your Tonvenience.
I feel that full discussion of the flood storage problem between oar
organization? -srlll lead to the best solution for all concerned.
Very trttiy jours,

3. G. ITSCHSER

Colonel, Gorps of Engineers
District Sigineer
cc: Clark, Rpts S.
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